
This is where you dispose of your 
household waste in Vallastaden
Household waste is collected through are sucked through the chutes into  
a communal waste vacuum collection containers, which we then collect.  
system that runs through a culvert in  The green bags with food waste  
the district. The waste inlets are located become biogas and bio-fertiliser and  
above ground, with separate inlets for are used by buses and cars, while  
green bags of food waste and bags of  the residual waste is recycled into 
residual waste. The bags must be tied electricity and district heating, which 
with a double knot. The waste bags  heats our buildings.

Electronic tag for the waste 
inlet and Flustret
To be able to dispose of your waste bags, 
you need a tag that gives you access to 
the waste inlet. You will be given two tags, 
which you take over from the previous 
resident. Please note: Once you have 
moved in and received the tags, you  
must take out a subscription with  
Tekniska verken. 

When you place your waste bag in the inlet, 
it weighs the waste and registers how much 
it weighed. Because the cost of your waste 
depends on its weight, you can reduce your 
costs by sorting better.

Read more about the tag and the  
vacuum waste collection system at 
tekniskaverken.se/vallastaden 

Report problem with your tag 
If you have lost your tag, please  
contact Tekniska verken’s customer  
service on 0771-25 26 27 or by email at  
kundservice@tekniskaverken.se 
New tags cost SEK 200 each. If you are  
a tenant, please contact your landlord.

Sort your food leftovers into the 
green bags and dispose of them down 
the waste inlets for food waste
Use the green bags to sort food leftovers, raw or cooked, fruit and  
vegetable scraps, bread, coffee grounds and tea, including filters  
and tea bags.  

Please note: Do not dispose of snuff (snus), cigarettes, tobacco,  
cat litter, soil or ashes here. Dispose of those items in the bag  
for residual waste.

Sort your residual waste into a “normal plastic 
bag” and dispose of it in the waste inlet for 
residual waste.

You can dispose of the following items in  
the recycling room in Flustret:

• newspapers
• paper packaging
• packaging made of coloured and clear glass
• plastic packaging
• metal packaging 
• electrical waste 
• bigger items of household waste that don’t  
 fit in the waste bags, such as ironing boards,  
 floor mops, saucepans, crockery, bigger   
 plastic items that are not packaging, etc.

Please note: Do not dispose of hazardous or 
electrical waste in the bulky waste container.

You can find more information about sorting at 
tekniskaverken.se/sorteringsguide
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This is what you do:
Place your tag against the black reader next 
to the inlet hatch. The reader beeps and a 
green light comes on when your tag has been 
identified (if the inlet is in use). The hatch  
will then open and you can dispose of your 
waste bag. 

If the hatch does not open and a red light comes 
on, wait a while and try again. You can also use 
another inlet for the same kind of waste bag in 
the area. 

Households in Vallastaden are welcome to use 
the recycling room. You access the room using 
the same tag that you use for the waste inlet.

Checklist before using the 
waste inlet
Seal all bags tightly before disposing of them in 
the waste inlet. Tie a double knot on all bags. 

• Do not dispose of loose waste in the inlets. 

• The inlet hatch will take a maximum of one 
20-litre bag at a time.

• Do not place long or large objects in the 
system. They can get stuck and render the 
waste inlet unusable. 

Rolls of green bags and holders for these  
can be collected from the recycling room  
in Flustret. 
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